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Software-driven
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2004



User Interface (UI) 
development was 
disproportionately 
costly.
• Required deep skills in esoteric Pega UI 

constructs and front-end technologies.

• Required long dev cycles for UI design and 
development.

• Procedural business logic was woven into the 
UI for many channels.
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We noticed and you told us



“Save-as”
Reconcile 
changes with 
Pega’s

Pega’s continuous improvements 
& fixes to OOTB UXUI upgrades were 

very hard.
• ”Save-as” meant reconciling with Pega’s 

critical bug fixes and enhancements.

• Other Incorporated front-end technologies 
(CSS, JavaScript, etc.) broke apps.
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We noticed and you told us



Accessibility 
compliance is critical.
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We noticed and you told us

https://www.forbes.com/sites/gusalexiou/2023/06/30/website-accessibility-lawsuits-
rising-exponentially-in-2023-according-to-latest-data 

• Required deeps skills in Accessibility.

• Lawsuits increasing.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/gusalexiou/2023/06/30/website-accessibility-lawsuits-rising-exponentially-in-2023-according-to-latest-data
https://www.forbes.com/sites/gusalexiou/2023/06/30/website-accessibility-lawsuits-rising-exponentially-in-2023-according-to-latest-data


Duplicating UI is 
costly.
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Same fundamental pattern implemented in three 
different ways. 

• Increased 
– development time.
– rule maintenance.
– risk of introducing bugs.

• Inconsistent user interface.

We noticed and you told us



Scalability and 
performance is critical.
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We noticed and you told us

• Traditional stateful architecture made it 
difficult to
– Scale up and down nodes in a cloud 

environment
– Make concurrent requests to server



üBusiness logic should be out of UI. Center-Out!

üREST-API and standards-based open architecture

ü“Single-page-app” technology

üA complete UX system, out-of-the-box



Pega Constellation is the name of Pega Infinity’s 

current UI architecture, current UI technology, 

current UI authoring experiences, and the name of 

our current out-of-box end-user experiences.



üDelivered to the browser 

üAccelerates end-user productivity

üDesigned around how Pega uniquely delivers workflow

üPuts accessibility first

üA complete UX system to minimize build time

üAn architecture which allows you to bring your own UI

A complete UX system, 
out-of-the-box.
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“Spaghetti Flow Monsters”
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Case Designer
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“Spaghetti Section Monsters”
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Constellation Structure
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Constellation Structure
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Constellation Front-end

"It was clear to us from the beginning that Pega is 
committed to delivering exceptional experiences for 
all users, and ultimately to creating more equitable 
workplaces for people of all abilities. By embedding 
accessibility into its Constellation design system, Pega 
is ensuring that new features incorporate accessibility 
standards by default and is setting a consistent 
standard for inclusive workforce solutions.”

—Tim Springer, CEO
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Constellation Front-end



Search

Select

Final output is a 
single value (e.g., an 
ID)

Complete UX System: “Search & Select”



Runtime experience Authoring experience

Complete UX System: “Search & Select”



Runtime experiences

Complete UX System: Promoted Filters & Action



Authoring experience

Complete UX System: Promoted Filters & Action
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Complete UX System: Forms



Default (“one and done”)
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Complete UX System: Forms (Runtime Experiences)

Conditional (”screen to screen”)
Hierarchical long-form



Runtime experience Authoring experience

Z

Complete UX System: “Hierarchical Long Form” Authoring





Constellation’s Extensibility: Bring Your Own UX System.



A complete UX system, 
out-of-the-box.

üAccelerates end-user productivity

üDesigned around how Pega uniquely delivers workflow

üPuts accessibility first

üRadically minimizing build time

üAdds a new semantic structure to UI-building

üAn architecture which allows you to bring your own UI



Build for adopting 
change…
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Focus on outcomes, invest in elaborate UX when it counts
Pega Infinity Constellation Prioritizes Great UX

Accessible

Extensible

Maintainable

Performant

Responsive

Secure

Trainable

Shortest time-to-value Infinite extensibility

Your design system.

Your customer portal.

Your differentiators.



1

General guidance for adopters
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Choosing Constellation

Experience the speed of configuring Pega’s Work and Self-service 
Portals combined with the flexibility to bringing your own screens 
for untrained users - all connected with one workflow. 

Do I need to uplift current UI for regulatory? Security? Or other 
value-based “invisible” requirements best met with a modern 
architecture?

Build with Infinity Constellation.

New workflow?

Multi-channel, front-to-back office, or 
self-service workflow?

“Hidden” value drivers?

2

3



A Metaphor for 
Change

1. Directions

2. Preparation

3. Watch for potholes

4. Accelerate
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= leadership

= enablement and training

= risk mitigation

= rapid development & release



Focus on Value and 
Outcomes

• Keep a “so that…” mindset

• Avoid solutioning in requirements

• Reserve points for training

• Discuss heavy customizations & extensions with 
stakeholders

• Use a decision matrix for consistency

• Avoid “pausing everything” to adopt

• Start with “Hello world”
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Skills for Building

1. Pega Constellation UX system
Baseline Business, System, Senior System, 
or Lead System Architect skills are the 
foundation skillsets needed to be effective 
on an Infinity implementation.

3. Extend Constellation’s UI
Create extensions to Pega’s out-of-the-box 
UI (portals, web embed, or mobile 
experiences) by building DX Components in 
React.

2. Pega’s Digital Experience API
Awareness and familiarity with the Digital  
experience API is core to the Pega architects 
learning journey. 

4. SDKs for React, Angular & Web 
Components
Bring back-office workflows to your existing 
portals. Connect your business top-to-
bottom, Center-out™.

Shortest time-to-value Infinite extensibility



DX Components are powerful, wield them wisely
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Beyond Infinity

Aware
Implementation 

team

Functional
Pega Architects

Advanced
Pega Architects

Expert
Pega Architects 
solo or paired



Do you find your situation in one of these?
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Adoption Strategies

New workflows and 
applications

S
Modify select 
functionality 

M
Infinity factor

∞
is appropriate for…

Adding new Case types and 
applications with the new 

architecture.

None of these your situation?
Tell us about your situation, specific concerns, and constraints.

is appropriate for…

Modernizing case types or whole 
applications identified as high-

value opportunities or quick wins.

is appropriate for…

Clients with strategic 
applications, industry 

foundations, volume-based 
requirements or another 
situational consideration.
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Begin YOUR JOURNEY today!




